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Entertain Your Kids and See a Movie For Less
Than the Cost of a Dinner
Miami, FL - April, 28 2006 - Flippers, a family fun center in South Florida announces an
new concept in family entertainment. For the first time ever, you can go to the movies
as a family and have a great time for less than the cost of a dinner.
Imagine if you will of going to the movies with the whole family, instead of leaving the
kids with friends or a babysitter. As a family you can go out and choose movies from
our megaplex theater with 10 screens featuring the newest releases. But this is not all.
Your kids get to play the hottest video games on the market while you watch your
favorite movie on the big screen. And all this for only the cost of an average dinner.
"What makes Flippers so different from other entertainment venues is that they have
combined the best of 2 worlds (i.e. movie theaters and video arcade) making it a real
FAMILY entertainment environment at affordables prices.
"While my wife and I enjoy the latest movie, my kids can watch a sci-fi movie or have
fun in the video arcade without emptying my wallet," Bernard Weisblum, a Media
Specialist said.
Flippers is unique in that you can also have birthday parties in one of their specially
designed party rooms. Think about enjoying a birthday party with all your friends, and
watch your favorite movie at the same time. If you aren't planning a party but need a
room for business, Flippers can accommodate you there to.
Right now Flippers is located located in Hollywood, Florida, and in Norcross, Georgia,
with more sites to come.
To learn more about this contact Bernard Weisblum at 954 726-4088 or by his email
address at webuyforyou@comcast.net.
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